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Name and Address:

To whom it may concern

I am writing to object to the proposed plan as stated above. 

As a resident in Orpington Road, the proposed plan is to a and affects the rear garden boundary 
line. 

Reasons for objection:

Loss of large supermarket serving the immediate community, whom many are elderly and rely on 
walking. Nearest supermarket Morrison’s in Palmers Green and Asda Southgate. These already 
suffer from bottlenecks of huge traffic especially now with quieter streets implemented in both 
areas. 

The preservation of the green land as stated by the Secretary of State in 1989 upon purchase by 
Sainsbury’s by which 4/10 of green land to remain. For this to be up held. 

Infrastructure of such dwellings not in line with period residents properties. N21 is a green, leafy 
suburb which does not require excessive infrastructure. Capitol House is now an eye-sore not line 
with Winchmore Hill character or period style. 

Current bottle neck of traffic due to Green Lanes, bus and cycles lanes, parking bays, Compton 
road and corner of Orpington road.  Increased levels of traffic along quiet side roads. 

Noise levels of such vast amount of dwellings proposed. Communism gardens will be noisy. 
Lighting in the evening causing disruption to immediate residents. 

Inadequate levels of public services to meet current demands; schools, dentist, doctors, hospitals, 
transport. 

Enfield’s housing crisis will not be solved by selling luxury properties to which most will be 
purchased by investors out side of the community.  N21 real estate per sq ft is exuberant.  
Families in need will not be able to even consider a purchase. Rental will be beyond their reach. 

Increase risk of dense population issues: crime, lack of policing, employment. 

Pollution and electrical radiation due to excessive flats in one area. 

Years of inconvenience during development and construction. Noise, traffic, blocked roads. 
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Disturbing and destroying decades of established trees, wildlife and fauna. 

I appreciate if these views be taken into consideration alongside many other objections submitted 
within the community. 


